ASSET INSPECTION
OVERVIEW
Across the globe, industries that rely on fixed assets need to ensure a safe and reliable operation for all members
and companies involved. As this infrastructure ages, it is vital to have regular inspections of gas, water, sewage
and electric assets. However, with the sheer volume of assets, it’s time consuming, tedious, and expensive to keep
up regular inspections without efficient technology, such as AI. For instance, above-ground inspection targets for
an electric utility should include:
Woodpecker holes

Rotten Cross Arm Top Rot

Screenshot: Rust

Unknown Title
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encroachment

Screenshot: Proximity

The Costs Associated with Inspections is Real
Historically, it has been an expensive and time-consuming process to
inspect, identify and repair issues in asset intensive industries like utilities.
Multiple issue collection methods have been used by utilities to reduce
these costs and improve effectiveness, but these methods have not
fully delivered on their promise, or in many cases introduced additional
challenges.
Helicopters, for instance, are useful (and costly) but have generally involved
identifying issues in an asset via binoculars, which is very difficult since
line-of-sight is often obstructed due to the position of the spotter in the cab or the speed of the helicopter.
Other collection methods like fixed-wing flights, satellites or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) involve using
cameras to record assets, but create yet more challenges to manage and review the images from cost, time
involved to expertise needed.
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Choking on Data Intake and Mind-Numbing Examination
Collecting asset images to detect anomalies on a system can quickly swell into terabytes of data. Manually
reviewing this data is a time consuming and mind-numbing process that is fraught with errors. The reality is
that the human mind is not meant to review picture after picture for hours on end and yet somehow maintain
a level of concentration required to identify anomalies. The result is missed issue detections or false positives.
Either outcome increases risk to the utility of an asset failure or unnecessary asset inspections by work crews.
Costs can quickly swell over the course of the year into a 7-figure problem.

Connecting the Dots—How to Visually Connect
Maintenance Issues with Capital Construction
Issue identification is only part of the challenge. Once anomalies have been identified,
utilities have a limited ability to visualize all work (in capital and maintenance). Connecting
maintenance issues with capital construction historically has been difficult because
different divisions within the utility have been responsible for their respective work.
For instance, work crews have been known to fix an anomaly on an asset (maintenance)
and then months later, make a capital improvement to the same structure (capital). Connecting the dots
between work streams provides big opportunities for maintenance to be completed during capital construction,
resulting in reduced labor and costs.

SOLUTION
Artificial intelligence is a Special Power
Common maintenance items lend themselves well to utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) to automatically identify
and classify anomalies. Since computers never get tired or bored, they are more effective at identifying the
issue, but more importantly, they reduce the time from issue identification to the ultimate fix.
A great example of this in action is woodpecker holes. AI
can automatically identify a woodpecker hole vs. a bolt,
but also the size and location of the hole, resulting in an
assessment of the risk profile to the structure. Don’t have
woodpecker holes as an issue? Imagine any common
maintenance item like the ones mentioned above and it
can be detected by AI.
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It Can Be Done: Visualize and See ALL Work
Now that anomalies have been detected, leverage
the output to improve decision-making. Reduce
the resources required by combining Operations
and Maintenance (O&M) and capital work that is
scheduled for the same asset or similar location.
This creates operating and capital efficiency
so maintenance dollars can be re-deployed to
other, more productive applications.

Score and Reduce Your Risk
With issues identified, assets can be assigned
a risk score, which can be used to make repair/
replace decisions. Further, this can inform the
utility where to invest precious maintenance and
capital dollars to “buy-down” risk. Ultimately the
safe and reliable function of the asset is the goal.
With informed knowledge about the health of
the assets, utility executives have the necessary
information to make educated decisions about
how to apply these investments.

The Benefits of Employing AI
BUSINESS BENEFITS

TECHNICAL BENEFITS

• Applying a consistent standard across all anomalies improves the
accuracy of issue identification.

• Terabytes of data can be reviewed
in minutes/hours vs. days or
weeks.

• Visualizing work creates a streamlined resource deployment process.
• Provides decision-makers with the ability to buy-down risk based on
accurate and timely data of the condition of their fixed assets.
• Reduces customer interruptions for repairs that may not be needed.
• Crews performing inspections have a reduced exposure to safety
hazards while performing inspections work.
• By improving the efficiency of identifying anomalies and deploying
crews, inspections can be done more frequently, leading to a more
reliable and safer network.

• Electronic storage requirements
are reduced, since only the
anomalies need to be retained.
• Leveraging “edge computing”
enables identification in the field,
allowing flight crews and drone
operators to immediately focus on
the identified issues.
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Key Outcomes Resulting from AI Deployment

Artificial intelligence
is used to identify
anomalies across
a broad range of
inspection targets.

Work is
visualized.

Capital and O&M
work can be
combined.

Work crews are
deployed in the
most optimal way.

Safety is
improved.

Time is reduced
from the
detection of the
anomaly to its fix.

BACKGROUND
What is CobraVision™?
CobraVision™ is an artificial intelligence (AI) platform trained to interpret and understand the
safety, inspection and construction quality needs of asset-intensive industries—from scanning
live videos and stationary worksite cameras, to analyzing live drone footage. CobraVision™
identifies, classifies, and responds to streaming video sources, ultimately providing you with realtime knowledge of fixed assets and safety and construction practices, for improved outcomes and
efficiency of your projects and operations.

Partner with CobraVision™ AI
Artificial intelligence will be the cornerstone of the next wave of innovation in construction,
inspection and safety. CobraVision™ is at the forefront of establishing an intelligent foundation
for clients to collaboratively guide and develop AI use-cases to create meaningful business value.
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